ABBREVIATED TITLE: Bayesian algorithm for multicamera surveillance Visual surveillance in wide areas (e.g. airports) relies on sparsely distributed cameras, that is, cameras that observe non-overlapping scenes. In this setup, multi-object tracking requires re-identification of an object when it leaves one field of view, and later appears at some other. Although similar association problems are common for multi-object tracking scenarios, in the distributed case one has to cope with asynchronous observations and cannot assume smooth motion of the objects. In this paper, we propose a method for human indoor tracking. The method is based on a Dynamic Bayes Network (DBN) as a probabilistic model for the observations. The edges of the network define the correspondences between observations of the same object. Accordingly, we derive an approximate EM-like method for selecting the most likely structure of DBN and learning model parameters. The presented algorithm is tested on a collection of real-world observations gathered by a system of cameras in an office building.
Introduction
Multi-object tracking is a crucial task in computer vision systems for surveillance, 5, 4, 3, 29 traffic monitoring 13, 25, 20 or intelligent homes 30 . In all these cases, tracking is based on association of observations (or features derived from them) with objects of interest.
Traditionally, the tracking research has focused on relatively small scenes that can be observed fully with a single or a few cameras. The frame-to-frame tracking at a single camera relies on the continuity of objects' positions between frames. Smooth position changes allow to apply continuous-motion models, such as Kalman filters, 2, 6 for predicting positions in the new frame from the past frames. Appearance features make another association cue, where one employs probabilistic models to account for camera noise. 30, 20, 15 Systems with multiple cameras observing the same scene 27, 28, 10 , encounter also the problem of associating objects simultaneously observed by all cameras. 21 Here, different setups include reducing the overlap area to a minimum guaranteeing smooth camera-to-camera transitions 4 or pan-tilt active cameras that select the best overlap section. 29 However, each of the configurations exploits overlap in the viewing field and smooth motion for data association.
Wide areas, such as airports or motorways, typically cannot be fully covered by a monitoring system. Therefore, surveillance of such places relies on a network of sparsely distributed cameras. Every camera observes a scene disjoint from the scenes observed by the other cameras. Tracking in this scenario requires camera-to-camera association of observations when an object leaves one scene and later appears at some other. There are several reasons why the single-camera association methods are not suitable for such a problem. 13 Firstly, objects visit the disjoint scenes irregularly and asynchronously. Secondly, the motion between discontinuous scenes cannot be described with a continuous motion model. Finally, in the distributed case, one has to account for scene-specific illumination and camera viewing angle that affect the object's appearance.
Huang and Russell present a probabilistic approach for tracking of vehicles observed with two distant cameras on a motorway. 13 Their method performs exhaustive search for the best association according to a fully observable model of vehicle's appearance at one camera given its appearance at the other camera. However, in case of systems with more than two cameras fully-observable models involve more than two observations and therefore are difficult to construct. 25 Often, one simplifies these models by assuming that the next observation of an object depends only on its previous observation (as in a Markov chain). 16, 19 This choice allows exhaustive search for the best association, however (fully-observable) Markov chains impose rather strong independence assumptions, and their performance has been shown very sensitive to the camera noise. 25 An alternative definition of a trajectory model introduces a hidden state that represents object's invariant appearance-related properties. 25 The presence of a hidden variable renders exact search for best association infeasible, therefore the hypothetical trajectories are sampled with the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. This method is well suited to approximate some numerical traffic conditions (e.g. travel time) or to learn the environment parameters (e.g. expected travel time). However, it is not designed for exact recovering of individual trajectories.
Another class of methods follow from the general Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) scheme, e.g. a large surveillance project with distributed cameras. 5 In this system, the cameras estimate objects' 3D geolocations, and classify the detected objects into categories like human, or car. Then, the joint position-class labels are associated by a MHT. However, this and most of the standard MHT applications assume predefined parameters rather than learned from the data.
Nicholson and Brady proposed an indirect solution to wide area surveillance by using movement detectors that split the monitored terrain into tiled regions. 24 Rather than finding correspondences between signals from detectors, they compute posterior proba-bility distributions on the locations of the objects of interest. On the practical side, the method assumes that the starting positions and the number of objects are known.
In this paper we describe a probabilistic method for on-line association of observations and simultaneous learning of environment parameters (e.g. travel times). We assume a generative model for data in the form of a Dynamic Bayes Network with hidden states that represent appearance-related properties of objects. Our inference algorithm couples iterative reconstruction of trajectories with the Expectation Maximization approach for learning model parameters. In this way, we combine the learning ability of MCMC-based trackers and the ability to recover individual trajectories of the MHT approach.
Overview
We consider the problem of camera-to-camera tracking of an unknown number of persons observed with sparsely distributed cameras in an office-like environment. Although our goal resembles the motorway scenario of Ref. 25 , there are two key differences. Firstly, we relax the assumption of unidirectional, constant-velocity vehicle movements. In a building people walk in all directions, possibly making long stops between camera locations. Secondly, we seek individual trajectories rather than averaged traffic parameters.
Since our method focuses on camera-to-camera trajectories we do not analyze the maneuvers of an object within a single field of view. We derive a "virtual" observation y i from the sequence of frames that describe the complete pass of an object through the viewing field (as in Fig. 1 ). The observation y i = {a i , t i , l i , e i , d i } includes: the time of observation t i -represented as a single moment, the summarized object's appearance (e.g. color statistics) a i , the frame border of entering (e i ) and leaving (d i ) the field of view (this can be: right, left, top, down), and the camera location l i where the object was observed. The term l i is a discrete indicator of the area uniquely associated with the camera. We process observations from all cameras centrally, and treat i as a central index. We also assume that the observations are time ordered, i.e., t i < t j iff i < j.
Given the set of N observations Y = {y i ; i = 1, . . . , N } we want to identify which observations belong to the same object. We are looking for a partition ω of observations from Y into several trajectories Y k ⊂ Y (subsets of Y ) such that each trajectory collects observations believed to come from a single person. A valid partition expresses the set of all observations as an exhaustive union of trajectories:
where K ω is the number of objects proposed by a partition ω. The trajectories must be mutually exclusive:
We consider a partition as a discrete-valued, random variable ω ∈ Ω, where Ω is the space of valid partitions. Conditioned on the data Y we find the posterior probability distribution of partitions, and select the most likely a-posteriori (MAP) ω. In Sec. 3 we define a generative model p(Y |ω), which becomes a basis for computing partition posterior distribution. The model includes (initially unknown) parameters that describe our environment, like the average travel times between camera locations. Accordingly, selecting the best partition has to be coupled with learning the parameters. Both tasks are difficult to solve exactly, due to an intractable number of possible partitions. Our approximate method (Sec. 4) is based on an EM 7 algorithm. It starts with an initial guess on parameters and a tractable partition space obtained using a few initial observations. Each iteration refines the parameters and updates the limited partition space with new observations. The performance of the method on a real data set is evaluated in Sec. 5.
Generative model
A generative model p(Y |ω) provides the basic probabilistic relation that ties the available data Y and the sought partition ω. It gives the likelihood of data Y under the assumption that Y was generated according to the partition ω. Given the data and the model, the partition posterior probability follows from the Bayes' rule: p(ω|Y ) = αp(ω)p(Y |ω), where α is a scale factor. By assumption, all partitions are equally likely before the observations arrive, so we take an uniform prior p(ω).
A common assumption is that the tracked objects move independently, 25, 6 therefore the generative model factorizes into a product of models for individual trajectories:
where p(Y k |ω) is the model for the kth trajectory. The trajectory model defines the joint probability of the selected observations under the assumption that they describe the
} is determined by the partition ω, and N k is the trajectory length. Since trajectories differ in length, and each observation has several components, we will express the trajectory model as a dynamic Bayes network. In the rest of this section we discuss a model for only one person and omit the superscript (k).
Bayes networks (BN) offer a convenient way to express complex probability density functions (pdf's) as a product of simpler conditional pdf's. 26, 17 A BN is a directed acyclic graph denoting variables as vertices and probabilistic dependencies as edges (Fig. 2) . Dynamic Bayes networks (DBN) represent models for discrete-time series of variables with a series of interconnected subgraphs. DBN's generalize other probabilistic models that describe time series, like hidden Markov models or Kalman filter models.
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The graph of Fig. 2 identifies a set of dependencies between the variables in the sequence {y 1 , . . . , y N k }. Each column of white nodes (subgraph) represents a single observation y i . The gray node denotes a hidden variable f that describes the time-invariant, intrinsic properties related to object's appearance. When an object enters a viewing field we get noisy observations of this variable. Thus, the appearance a i given f is independent of all past and future appearances a j of this person. In this way we have saved the effort of constructing an explicit joint model p(a 1:N k ). To complete the definition of our DBN, we provide a pdf for every vertex conditioned on its parents, and a prior pdf for vertices that do not have parents:
• p(a i |f, l i ); Object's appearance a i at a camera location l i is a result of observing hidden properties f with noise specific to l i . We will write p(a i |f, θ(l i )), where θ(l i ) are parameters of the camera at location l i (each camera is uniquely associated with a location). Our (heuristic) choice for this model is a linear Gaussian distribution:
In the experiments with real-world data we verify the ability of such a simple distribution to capture the observation noise. The parameters θ(l i ) = {b(l i ), S(l i )} will be learned from the data.
• p(l i , e i |l i−1 , d i−1 ); Probability of arriving at location l i via border e i when departing from location l i−1 via border d i−1 . We specify this discrete distribution using prior knowledge of the building's layout. In contrast to Ref. 3 we do not define a separate motion model for each object.
is a property of the environment, rather than an object.
• p(t i |l i−1 , l i , t i−1 ); This pdf models the time of appearing at location l i knowing that an object left l i−1 at time t i−1 . We use a truncated normal distribution:
where δ(l i , l i−1 ) and R(l i , l i−1 ) are the expected travel time between the two locations and the variance of this distribution. These parameters will be learned.
• p(f ); Prior distribution of the intrinsic properties of any object. We use a normal density: p(f ) = N (f ; µ, R). The parameters µ and R will be learned.
• p(l 1 ), p(e 1 |l 1 ); Distributions on locations and entry sides where a trajectory may start in the building. This distributions are given by the user since they follow from the layout of cameras in the building.
• p(d i ); Prior probability of observing a particular departure side. We take it the same for every value of d i , so the term p(d i ) becomes a scaling factor.
• p(t 1 |l 1 ); Prior probability distribution on the time of object's first visit to some camera location. We assume that within the considered period a trajectory may start at any time. Thus, p(t 1 |l 1 ) is a scale term.
The joint probability of the variables in the graph is the product of pdf's associated with every vertex. 17 In case of Fig. 2 :
The variable f is unknown, thus we integrate it in the final expression. The scaling terms are omitted:
The product of Gaussian appearance models p(a i |f, l i ) is another Gaussian function, therefore the integral in Eq. 3 has an analytical solution. See Appendix A for a discussion on how to compute this term. Conditioning on Θ in Eq. 3 follows from the dependency of a trajectory likelihood on the unknown parameters: Θ = {µ, R, δ(q, r), R(q, r), b(q), S(q)}, where q and r are camera locations. Consequently, this dependency reappears in the posterior probability (Eq. 1), and we have to learn Θ before or during selection of the best ω. 
Associating observations
In the previous section we described a trajectory of a single person with a dynamic Bayes network. Accordingly, to describe multiple persons, we construct several disconnected DBNs as in Fig. 3 . In this way, every partition ω translates to a structure of a larger network that comprises multiple disconnected subgraphs, each for every proposed object. In this section we present a deterministic approximate method for estimating the sought partition by recovering the structure that explains the data best.
Typical structure selection procedures for BNs compare candidate structures on the basis of a criterion (such as BIC/MDL) that tries to balance the complexity of a structure against its fit to the data (data likelihood). 23 Such criteria prevent favoring very complex structures that naturally fit the data better. In our case every candidate ω uses the same parameters Θ, but may propose a different number of hidden variables f . These variables increase the expressive power of the candidate model. However, we treat f in a Bayesian manner, i.e., we set a prior on every f and integrate it from p(ω|Y, Θ). Such an approach is shown in Ref. 22 to sufficiently penalize over-complex models, therefore the posterior p(ω|Y, Θ) is a valid criterion.
Another issues are the exponential number of possible structures (i.e., partitions) that can be defined for a dataset, 18 and the fact that the parameters Θ need to be learned. Most of the approximate methods for these problems apply the EM algorithm.
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For a tractable structure space, one could apply the "Structural EM" method, that assumes that the structure is another parameter and exhaustively searches for the optimal value.
9 When the structure space is intractable, EM considers the structure as a hidden random variable. However, EM relies on expected values over the hidden variables. These expectations become difficult to compute for large structure spaces. In such cases the expected values are approximated with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods.
In practice, applications using MCMC may suffer from slow mixing times, e.g. Ref.
12, where 10
5 MCMC iterations are used to find a distribution over the space of 3 · 10 6 structures with only 6 nodes. The success of MCMC for motorway surveillance partially follows from constraining the partition space by a natural assumption that on a motorway vehicles travel in one direction (thus, the next locations of the objects are roughly known).
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Apart from the fact that our domain is less constrained, we not only have to find expected values over this space, but also need the most likely partition. MCMC is useful only for approximating the expected value. Therefore, we are looking for a different approximate execution of the EM, such that it would also estimate the most likely structure in the space of all possible structures.
EM for a tractable structure space
Below we discuss a theoretical application of EM for learning of parameters Θ, based on the assumption that the structure space is tractable. The parameter estimates will be only locally optimal due to the approximate nature of EM. From this method, we will later derive an approximate learn-search algorithm for intractable spaces.
EM takes an initial value of Θ at random and improves it iteratively executing two steps per iteration. In the E step it finds the posterior pdf on all hidden variables given the current parameter estimates Θ (n) . In our application there is a hidden discrete-valued variable ω and as many hidden continuous-domain variables f as objects proposed by a particular ω. We denote the variables f 1 , . . . , f Kω as f 1:Kω . The interesting posterior is:
where p(f k |Y k , ω, Θ (n) ) is the posterior distribution on the hidden properties of the kth object proposed by the partition ω. The above factorization followed from conditional independence of trajectories given ω. In the M step, EM finds improved parameters Θ (n+1) by maximizing the expected log-likelihood of the observations under q(ω, f 1:Kω )
Appendix A provides the details of solving the above maximization problem. The above procedure is guaranteed to find Θ that locally maximize the data likelihood. Given these parameters we can use p(ω|Y, Θ) to find the MAP partition.
An approximate iterative solution
In practice, the space of possible partitions Ω is intractable, and one cannot maximize Eq. 1 or execute the summation in Eq. 5 for every possible partition ω. Our method exploits the time order of observations to approximate the posterior distribution p(ω|Y ), ω ∈ Ω over the full space Ω with a tractable subspace Ω T of the T most likely partitions:
where γ is a normalization constant. We construct the subspace Ω T iteratively as a part of the EM procedure. Figure 4 presents an iterative scheme to process the observations sequentially. First we process an initial subset Y (0) of N 0 observations, and construct a tractable partition space Ω (0) . Since the parameters Θ were randomly initialized we need to execute several EM iterations. When EM stops we a have posterior distribution on partitions of observations from Y (0) . At this point we build a subset Ω
T by selecting T partitions ω ∈ Ω (0) that are the most likely and remove the remaining partitions from Ω (0) . The subsequent observations will be used for refining the parameters and for updating the retained partitions. Each of the preserved partitions ω ∈ Ω (0)
T defines some K ω trajectories. By extending every trajectory with a single observation or creating new trajectory, a single partition gives rise to (K ω +1) new partitions. Accordingly, after extending every preserved ω there is a new space of partitions Ω (1) . The new space is tractable, since we created it from a tractable Ω (0) T . It is further extended with the subsequent observations until we process a batch of R observations. (R is a parameter.) The new tractable space Ω
(1) becomes a basis for updating the parameters with EM and searching for a new subset of the most likely partitions.
The described procedure combines the iterative EM algorithm with the sequential search for the best partitions. By updating Θ after processing each batch of R observations we enforce that Θ follows changes in the noise environment. However, our scheme is not exact, because we discard unlikely partitions from Ω without considering all observations from Y . One should also note, that we estimate maximum-likelihood parameters from an incomplete data sequence (partial dataset). In order to avoid overfitting, it is recommended to run only a single EM iteration after each batch of R data.
Relation to other methods
The key problem faced by any data association method stems from the intractability of the partition space. An alternative solution to this problem applies MCMC sampling algorithms (mostly used Metropolis-Hastings) 25 to obtain a limited, sample-based representation of the partition space. The strength of MCMC methods follows from the fact the one can easily sample from the posterior p(ω|Y ) that incorporates the complete dataset. However, when the partition space is unconstrained, the slow mixing time becomes a disadvantage. Our algorithm evaluates trajectories using partial datasets. In this way we keep the partition space tractable, but reject certain solutions on the basis of partial data.
Our method resembles a Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (MHT), because one may interpret a partition ω as a hypothesis about underlying trajectories. MHT evaluates T by taking T ω ∈ Ω (s) with the highest p(ω|y 1:n+R , Θ (s) ) n := n + R; s := s + 1 p({y * , Y k }|ω) in order to decide which of the trajectories Y k proposed by some ω should be extended with a new observation y * . We first consider all options by building a full new partition space derived from the current ω, learn the parameters and then prune unlikely partitions. In most of the standard MHT applications parameters are predefined rather than learned.
Similarly as MHT methods, the procedure of Fig. 4 might also be considered a simple form of a (Rao-Blackwellized) particle filter (PF).
1 In visual tracking PFs are used for approximating intractable filtering densities, typically, on object's position.
14 PF represents the density of interest with a set of samples (particles), which are resampled when new observations become available. In our case the hidden variable is the partition ω with a discrete, finite state space. We represent the posterior distribution with a few most likely elements (particles), because the whole state space is too large for exact representation. These particles are not however a result of resampling, but greedy search. In most of the PF applications for visual tracking the observation model is assumed to be known. In our method we assume a parametric observation model and we learn the model parameters.
Experiments
In a series of experiments we measure the performance of our method. First, we study the performance as a function of the observation model. In Sec. 3 this model was set to a linear Gaussian distribution with bias: p B (a i |f, l i ) = N (a; f + b(l i ), R(l i )). The camera dependent bias b(l i ) accounts for local illumination and pose of objects relative to the camera. Since the choice of this model is arbitrary we also try its simpler version, without the bias p U (a i |f, l i ) = N (a; f, R(l i )). The next experiment studies the effect of the parameter T which determines the size of the approximate partition space Ω T . Finally, we compare our method with the best sampled solution found by an MCMC- based algorithm.
Setup
We test our method on real-world human observations that were collected at seven disjoint locations at the ground and first floor of an office building as in Fig. 5 . In total we gathered 70 observations of 5 persons, with an equal number of observations per person. For this set we manually resolved the data association to have the "ground truth" partition ω . Because the layout of the building is known, we can set the probability p(l i , e i |l i−1 , d i−1 ) of arriving at location l i at the side e i when an object departs from position l i−1 through side d i−1 . This distribution is sketched in the Fig. 6a . In the building, we also manually set the models p(l 1 ) and p(e 1 |l 1 ) that describe starting location and entry side of a trajectory. The appearance features a i were set to a 9D vector containing 3D color means (RGB) computed over three regions selected in the object's image. The regions (Fig. 6b) are a heuristic choice based on the assumption that we observe people. These features provide a simple way to summarize color while preserving partial information about geometrical layout. The means are approximately pose and shape invariant. To suppress the effect of the illumination color on the object's observed color, we transformed the original RGB representation to a channel-normalized space as proposed in Ref. 8.
Evaluation
The methods are compared on the basis of how accurately they associate the observations. It is desirable that: (1) the observations within a trajectory correspond to the same person, and (2) that the recovered partition defines the correct number of trajectories. Therefore, a partition ω is evaluated with two criteria against the "ground truth". The primary criterion q ω is the partition accuracy:
where K ω is the number of trajectories defined by ω. The term q k,ω tells how many observations of a proposed subset Y k are present in a single subset Y i of the true partition. Let the "true" partition be ω = Y 1 ∪ . . . ∪ Y N . Since the labeling of trajectories is not known, we have to check the kth recovered trajectory against all true Y i . The q k,ω is then the accuracy of the best match:
where |.| is the number of observations in a set. The secondary criterion is the number of identified objects (distinct trajectories). Note that according to Eq. 8 proposing one trajectory Y k = {y k } per observation would always give a 100% accuracy.
Results
A sample run of our method with the general linear Gaussian model p B (a i |f, Fig. 7a . The parameters were chosen as T = 10, N 0 = 6, R = 2. Each dot represents a partition from the estimated subspace Ω T . The line in the figure connects the partitions that maximize the posterior probability. After an initial period of correct associations, the performance levels at around 60%, meaning that only 6 out of 10 observations assigned to a single trajectory really describe the same person. Table 1 . Tracking accuracy of the described method, averaged from 10 runs. Parameters N 0 = 6, R = 2. The actual number of objects was 5. Computation times correspond to a MATLAB implementation and an 800 MHz desktop PC.
parameter
The average accuracy of MAP ω indicated in the figure is the average of q ω for MAP partitions after processing each batch of R observations. Fig. 7b presents the corresponding run of our method with a simple Gaussian noise model p U (a i |f, l i ) = N (a; f, R(l i )). All parameters were kept the same as in the previous run. In the case of the simpler model the method provided nearly perfect assignments for approximately the first 36 observations, wheras in the case of the general model -for only 16 . For the subsequent observations (starting at around observation 54) we observe that the MAP partition coincides with the highest-accuracy partition. Fig. 8 presents selected trajectories as defined by the estimated MAP partition after processing 70 observations.
The evaluation of our method with different noise models and varying setting of parameter T is given in Tab. 1. The results are averages from 10 runs. We observe that keeping only a single (T = 1) partition was not enough to obtain an accurate solution. When the number of preserved ω's was slightly higher (T = 5, 10) the performance improved. However increasing T further did not improve the results, or even the performance deteriorated in case of the general observation model.
There are two main reasons why the simpler noise model performs better on the considered dataset. First, the EM method for parameter estimation is prone to finding only the locally optimal estimates. The more parameters assumed by the model, the more local maxima exist in the data likelihood function. In our application this could be especially the case since we always run EM on a partial dataset. The bias estimates found from the initial observations may not fit well to the subsequent data. The second reason follows from our image pre-processing step. The camera-specific bias parameter might be unnecessary because we suppress camera-dependent noise artifacts by using pose-invariant features and a channel-normalized color space.
Finally, we note that the appearance features are computed from multiple frames, where an object was visible during his/her pass through the field of view. For individual frames, the appearance features might be strongly affected by various noise artifacts (e.g. resulting from bad segmentation or occlusion). Nevertheless, we given a complete pass, such artifacts can be easily eliminated as "outliers". 
MCMC-based algorithm
Another series of experiments evaluate the MCMC-based approximations to the partition space. We implemented the Metropolis-Hastings sampling algorithm of Ref. 25 . In essence, the partitions ω i , i = 1 . . . N are sampled as follows: a new ω i+1 is obtained from ω i by random selection of two observations assigned to different trajectories and swapping their assignment. Then one accepts ω i+1 at random with probability proportional to p(ω i+1 |Y )/p(ω i |Y ). In the motorway scenario 25 , construction of the initial sample exploits the natural motorway constraint that objects (vehicles) move in a single direction. In our office scenario, the objects (people) move without constraints. Therefore, we consider two different ways to initialize sampling. First, we build the initial sample in a purely random way. Second, we obtain the initial sample as a result of a greedy search, using a simple MHT tracker with only one hypothesis.
We set the observation model to be the Gaussian p U (a i |f, l i ) = N (a; f, R(l i )), and prior models the same as in our algorithm. Since we cannot average over the sampled partitions, as the final solution we took the sample that maximized the data likelihood p(Y |Θ, ω i ). Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the partitions found by MCMC runs with varying number of samples N and different methods for sample initialization.
In comparison with the Tab. 1 it turns out that the MCMC approximation is less suited for finding a single reliable partition ω in an office-like tracking scenario. In particular, it is difficult to estimate the correct number of objects. The original application of MCMC for tracking largely exploited the specific motorway traffic properties for disambiguating the number of distinct objects. 25 In that case a vehicle enters a motorway in one of the known locations, exits it only in specific off-ramps, and never (implicit assumption) visits the same location twice. We also note that the MCMC runs tend to be computationally more intensive, and their results highly depend on the initial sample.
Conclusions
We proposed a data association algorithm for tracking people observed with sparsely distributed cameras in an office environment. In particular, we have focused on reidentification of a person when he/she leaves the viewing field of one camera and later appears at some other camera. The algorithm assumes a probabilistic relation between the available object observations and the sought association. Given the data, our approximate inference procedure iteratively reconstructs a limited space of a-posteriori plausible associations. The proposed scheme is derived from the EM algorithm in order to combine learning of noise model parameters with the search through the association space. The described EM-based algorithm for learning of model parameters resembles the recent approaches used by the MCMC-based trackers. However, in contrast to the methods employing MCMC sampling, our method is able to recover a single reliable partition (association) of the observation sequence into individual trajectories. Our method could be also viewed as an extension to Multiple Hypothesis Tracking with on-line learning of model parameters. Therefore, it is particularly suited for on-line applications.
The presented greedy search for the optimal association offers an alternative to the methods employing stochastic approximations of the association space. This space is particularly difficult to approximate in the indoor tracking domain, which lacks strong traffic constraints. The presented experiments suggest that for this domain, sequential search for trajectories from an incomplete dataset provides better results than sampling associations from the complete dataset.
Appendix A. EM for Bayes network parameters
Below we provide implementation details for finding maximum-likelihood model parameters Θ with EM. In the E step we find posterior distribution on all hidden variables: q(ω, f 1:Kω ) = p(ω, f 1:Kω |Y, Θ (n) ) = = p(ω|Y, Θ (n) )p(f 1:Kω |Y, ω, Θ (n) ) = p(ω|Y,
where p(f k |Y k , ω, Θ (n) ) is the posterior distribution on the hidden properties of the kth object proposed by a partition ω. The factorization in Eq. A.1 followed from trajectory conditional independence given ω (the subgraphs of Fig. 3 are disconnected) . The term q(ω) = p(ω|Y, Θ (n) ) is given by Eq. 1. To find the function q(f k |ω) = p(f k |Y k , ω, Θ (n) ) we exploit the independences implied by the trajectory model, as in Fig. 2 q(f k |ω) = p(f k |Y k , ω, 2) where N k is the number of observations assigned to the kth object, a The joint pdf p(f 1:Kω , Y |Θ, ω) factorizes into a product of trajectory models (see Fig. 3 ).
As a result the maximized term becomes: The above expression is our starting point for finding Θ (n+1) . As an example we show how to update the prior distribution of object hidden properties. The distribution was assumed normal p(f ) = N (f ; µ, R). Thus we find parameters µ and R. Since ln p(f k , Y k |Θ, ω) = ln p(f k ) + ln p(Y k |f k Θ, ω) and p(Y k |f k Θ, ω) does not depend on the sought µ and R; we maximize: In order to maximize Eq. A.7 w.r.t µ we take the derivative w.r.t µ, set it to zero and solve for µ: 8) where the joint pdf q(ω, f k ) was expressed as a product: q(f k |ω)q(ω) (see the E step). The posterior q(f k |ω) is a Normal pdf, with mean µ k and covariance R k . The integral f k f k q(f k |ω) = µ k is the expected value of this distribution (we have it from the E step). Similarly one can find the R that maximizes Eq. A.7:
where µ (n) is the past estimate of parameter µ, R k is the posterior covariance of q(f k |ω) and µ indicates transposition. Note, that the summation over ω is tractable because our approximation replaces the full partition space Ω with a tractable subspace Ω T as in Eq. 6. In a similar way we find the observation model parameters (per camera) and travel time parameters (per camera pair).
